Summer 2020 Professor Testimonials
Dr. Xue “Snow” Xu - Mississippi State University
“Some of my top students recommended Clutch Prep to me last year. Finally, this summer, I had the chance to use their
products as homework for my Orgo I course. Students gave highly positive feedback.
The parts I like the most about Clutch Prep are:
●
●
●

Clutch Prep has up to 5000 problems prepared for organic chemistry. Each problem has a video explanation.
Problems are divided into topics.
Each problem contains additional practice sessions (extra videos), if students want another practice on the same topic,
they can use additional practice sessions.
There are concept videos which give an alternative way to explain course materials.
Quick responses of students’ questions and faculties’ concerns.
Text reminder on homework due date and exam date.

●
●
●

There is another function that I am interested but I have not tested yet:
●

A tutor will be assigned to your class. The tutor can support your class such as leading the class/homework discussion
on “Group Me”.

Overall, I think it is very useful, especially during this pandemic time.”
-

Dr. Ali Hina - University of the Pacific
“It was a very challenging time for both instructors and students when COVID-19 hit. I immediately started searching for an
online platform to help my students with their homework and provide them with an online tool to make online learning easy
and accessible.
I did not have a good experience with other online platforms. However, I was attracted to an online platform called Clutch
Prep. It was founded by two young professionals who have a deep passion for student education and online learning. I have
used Clutch Prep for two chemistry courses and I am using it for my third Chemistry 2020 class.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

What I love about the platform is their very robust customer service, the IT team is very knowledgeable and quick to
respond to any issues.
Clutch Prep has developed a product and a learning model that is very simple, consisting of concepts, examples, and
practice.
Clutch Prep product is built using a video-based curriculum and is designed for both strong students (with large
pools of practice problems) and those that need a lot of help (easy access to instructors).
Their content is very extensive, covering all college science subjects (chemistry, math, physics, etc.).
Clutch videos are very well designed in terms of content and time, and instructor interaction with the online
audience.
Unlike big, large corporations, Clutch Prep is very flexible and open to continuous improvements of their models and
products.
Finally, by offering my students ClutchPrep resources, they have increased their knowledge of the material and
improved their grades.”

